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Lg fridge not cooling or freezing

The fridge is the largest and most important of all kitchen appliances at home. This is where you store all your perishable foods before you prepare your meal. Help OnlineOur technicians are always online and ready to help youHow to fix your broken deviceThis is also where you store remnants and drinks for your family. Unfortunately, there comes a time
when something goes wrong and you notice that the internal temperature is not where it should be. Below are some of the most common reasons why lg fridge doesn't cool down. Before starting for less common reasons, let me tell you one big issue with LG refrigerators. The INVERTER LINEAR COMPRESSOR Failure.These new generation compressors
for LG refrigerators were not proven to be reliable. They fail very often. So, if you have a fridge not cool at all in terms of the freezer and fridge, you should pull the fridge from your place, remove the back panel and hear when the compressor is working. If it works but does not cool, it will have failed compressor. In other words, its not pumping freon along the
closed system. But the good thing is that most of these LG compressors have 10 years of warranty. Check your warranty first, and then call for help. Other reasons why lg refrigerator not cool properlyDirated condensing rollersCapacitor fan motor not working Evaporator fan engine not workingStart relay failedA temperature control thermostat does not
operateDirated condensing rollers The most important part of the refrigerator cooling system is condensing rollers. The capacitor is where the refrigerant is stored and the coolant circulates inside the coils. The air inside the refrigerator flows over the condenser roller and removes the heat. So, if you notice that the temperature inside the refrigerator is not
maintaining the temperature that you chose, it is possible that there is something wrong with the capacitor unit or maybe the reels are dirty. READ MORE, WHY is the water heater making noises? The capacitor device is located at the bottom of the refrigerator and you need to get away with it on the back of the unit. Be sure to remove the appliance from the
wall and disconnect the waterline if you need to move it too far. After checking the capacitor unit and it turns out that the rollers are actually dirty, you can easily remove debris using a rigid brush, compressed air, really caked-on dirt can be used in soapy water with a brush. If you use water be sure that everything dries before testing. The capacitor fan engine
does not work lg refrigerator cooling system key is cool air circulation. Much of this is a capacitor fan that moves the air over the condenser rollers, which cools the air. If you suspect that the airflow is decreasing or does not exist, it is possible that the or the fan engine is faulty. Always check that the power is off before you work with something current. First,
check that the fan has turned freely and freely into the debris. If everything looks good, you must test the engine consistency with several meters. If you decide that engine windings are a problem, you need to contact LG and get a replacement engine. After getting a new part to do repairs, remove the old fan engine and then install a new fan engine. Once you
have repaired, close all the covers and reconnect the waterline if necessary, reconnect the power cord and return the refrigerator to your place. Give the unit time to start the cooling process and check that it was cooled to the correct setting. READ MORE, what causes washing machine to leak from the bottom? The evapost fan engine does not work the
evapoon fan circulates air over cooling rollers and freezer and refrigerator parts in the refrigerator. Most refrigerators have only one evapost system and it is located behind the freezer part. If the air does not circulate properly, it does not keep either compartment cool enough. Always check the fan to make sure it rotates freely and is not related to debris. If
the fan does turn you are likely to be dealing with a bad evapoon fan engine. You can test the engine's bad inner windings using several meters and check for consistency. You have a note that windings are a problem you need to contact LG and get a new vapor fuel fan motor or BUY HERE if you need to replace the fan engine to be sure that you disconnect
the power cord and disconnect the water line if necessary. Access the back of the refrigerator to get the evapost engine. Disconnect the power cords of the engine and remove the mounting bolts that hold the engine in place. Take out the old engine and put the new one in place and button everything up again and plug the appliance in. Start relay failed lg
refrigerator, start relay is a very important part of the cooling system. It works with the refrigerator compressor unit and, if it is not working properly or does not work at all, prevents the compressor unit from shortening or not working at all. You have to access the lower part of the refrigerator by opening back access panels. The first thing you have to do is pull
the fridge so you can disconnect the mains and disconnect the water line when it's fixed. READ MORE Download Fan makes noise? Check what? Move the refrigerator to a position that allows you to open the back door. The start relay is at the bottom of the unit near the compressor, using a multi-meter head to test the relay consistency between the start
and launch terminals if you do not have consistency replace the relay. Contact LG to get a new start-up. After you get a new part, replace it and the button all back up and connect the device and reconnect the connect to the line when it's disconnected. Check that the compressor is operating normally. The temperature control thermostat does not
workTermostat is a large part of the electrolg in the refrigerator and it checks that the flow of the engines (evapost fan, capacitor fan and compressor) are all part of the cooling system. If it does not work properly, one or more parts of the cooling system will not work. If you suspect the temperature control thermostat is a problem, you must access the back of
the device. The thermostat is located at the bottom of the unit and is easy to find. A quick way to control this job is to turn the button and when it clicks on the thermostat it will probably work. However, be sure that you want it to test consistency when you turn on the button. If the thermostat is bad, contact LG and order a replacement part of your model fridge.
Once you have the spare part installed and button all back up and connect the waterline (if you have disconnected it) and reconnect the device and test it. Help OnlineOur technicians are always online and ready to help youHow to fix your broken device It may seem like a strange problem to have, but you're not alone if your LG fridge fridge is cold but the
fridge is warm. Before assuming something is broken, you can troubleshoot and perhaps fix a few reasons for yourself. Troubleshooting Guide: LG Fridge Freezer is cold, but the fridge is warm Although the problem may seem complicated, the solution can be quite simple. Use this guide to find out if professional service is necessary to fix your fridge:
Overstuffing Believe it or not, but there is such a way as having too much food! A freezer that has a lot of food is a common reason the fridge doesn't go cold, but the freezer comes out. What causes this: If the freezer is overfilled, it can block the air flow between the partitions. In other words, there is not enough cold air going your way to the fridge. How to fix
it: Release a little space in the freezer. First, throw out all the old food. Then rearrange the shelves or find out how to get some refrigerator organization containers. Capacitor rollers need cleaning One of the most common reasons why your LG fridge freezer is cold, but the fridge is warm due to dirty capacitor rollers. Dust, hair and tape collect these rollers
over time. What causes this: The rollers help maintain a cold temperature by releasing heat. When they get dirty, dust and debris can block the heat by leaving the reels. How to fix it: Cleaning the fridge spiral is easy and needs to be done six months (more if you have pets). Follow these steps: Pull the fridge out of the wall and find the rollers. Disconnect the
refrigerator from the mains. Vacuum dust and lint reels. Use a brush to remove the rest of the debris. Vacuum cleaner refrigerator rolls one more time. Photo Credit: HomeTips Faulty vapor fuel Fan Motor If your LG fridge freezer is cold but the fridge is warm and your fridge runs loud, there's probably a question of a vaporized fan engine. What causes this:
The evapost fan circulates cold air from the freezer to the refrigerator. If the engine doesn't work, the fan can't move in the cold air, and you'll find your LG fridge won't cool down, but the freezer will work. How to fix it: Find a vapors fan behind the freezer back panel. If you try to move the fan blades manually and do not move easily, the fan motor must be
replaced. The defective Thermistor Thethermistor plays an important role in regulating the temperature of the refrigerator. It monitors the temperature and tells the compressor and evapost fan to turn on or off if necessary. What causes this: If thermistor fails, the compressor and evapost fan will not work at the appropriate time, causing an irregular
temperature. How to fix it: Find the thermistor and test it in several meters. If there is a consistency problem with this part, it needs to be replaced. Melt System Failure If you've followed all of the above instructions and still wonder why my fridge isn't cold, but the freezer is, it's probably a matter of melting the system. The melting system consists of many parts
that work with each other to keep it going. If something goes wrong and your fridge can't melt properly, the ice builds and block the right airflow. What causes this: It is unlikely that the whole system will be defective. Rather, one of the many components that keep it going has probably failed. The culprit may be a broken molten thermostat, timer or control
board. How to fix: Since it is a difficult problem to diagnose, it is best to call the experts to repair the melting system. If these improvements are above your comfort level or the melting system needs repair, call oak valley appliance to schedule your fridge repair palmdale service. provision of the service.
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